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Wellness and Beauty menu  
 
 

Red Wine Facial                                                     60mins / EUR 120 
Excellent treatment for face and eyes that offers instant firming to the skin. This therapy 
implements the strong antioxidant action of wine polyphenols and the intense firming action of 
a rich variety of seaweed. Specialized massage techniques are used on the face and neck to 
achieve instantly visible results. Using Apivita. 
 

Queen Bee Facial                                                     60mins / EUR 120 
Restore and firm with this nourishing facial using the beneficial properties of royal jelly and 
honey. Apivita signature massage stimulates specific energy points to activate regeneration 
while the ingredients deeply nourish and revitalize the skin. 

 

24K Gold Age-defying facial                              60mins / EUR 155 
Invigorate the skin and restore emotional balance with this exotic facial using the healing 
properties of Mogra, the Queen of Jasmines to boost collagen production and stimulate cell 
renewal. Combined with the restorative powers of 24k gold leaf, this sensory experience 
penetrates and revives the deep layers of the skin, reducing fine lines and wrinkles. This 
treatment uplifts the spirit and creates a positive glow from inside out. Using Subtle Energies. 
 
 

Biologique Research Personalized Facial                                                 60mins / EUR 145 
This bespoke facial starts with a facial consultation and is designed to suit your skin 
type and skincare concerns using a combination of products & techniques to deliver 
desired results. Using Biologique Recherche. 
 
 

Remodelling Facial                                                                                         60mins / EUR 145 
Achieve wider-looking eyes, more pronounced cheekbones, less visible wrinkles and a more 
defined facial contour. These are just some benefits of the Remodeling Face bio-electro 
stimulation that combines the power of four currents for immediate and long-lasting results. 
Using Biologique Recherche. 
 

Wellness and Fitness                                                           60mins / EUR 90 
Private fitness classes (TRX, Yoga , Pilates, HIIT, ect ) 


